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--> 31 Magni�cent March Writing Prompts
--> March is also Good Nutrition Month (discover 53 prompts!

50 Women's
History Month

Prompts

Why do we need a
special month to
honor women?

What are some
important gains

women have made
throughout

history?

When do you
think America will

have its �rst
female

president?
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100 Excellent
Empowering

Women Quotes

“When the whole
world is silent,
even one voice

becomes
powerful.” –

Malala Yousafza

Make a list of
your favorite
things about

March.

What is your
favorite meal?

What are your three
best qualities?

What you would do
if you stumbled
upon a four-leaf

clover and were the
luckiest person in

the world for a day.

Write about your
favorite thing
that is green

12 13 14 15 16 17 18

Knowing what
must be done

does away with
fear.” – Rosa

Parks

Why are you
absolutely
incredible?

Write about one
thing you can do

to promote
equality for all

people.

Write a haiku
about your

everyday life.

53 Absolutely
Incredible Kid Day

Prompts

🍀

St Patrick's Day
Story Starters

Write about a
few objects that
you consider to
be lucky charms

19 20 21 22 23 24 25

What is one thing
you can do to

honor the legacy
of the “real-life

Rosies”?

Why doesn’t junk
food grow on

trees?

National Rosie
The Riverter Day

“The best thing
to hold onto in

life is each
other.” – Audrey

Hepburn

Why is it important
for us to have a day

honoring the
contributions of the

“real-life Rosies”?

Something great
I’ve done in school

is…

If you were a
fruit, which one
would you be?

26 27 28 29 30 31

Write a poem
about the

emotions you are
experiencing

today. Then, make
a digital version of

that poem.

What is one of
your best
talents?

Write a journal
entry about your
favorite thing to
do with apples.

How do you feel
when you do

well at
something

tough?

March is almost
over. Write down
three goals that

you have for April.

Kids are important
to the world
because…
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This is page is cute and printable but...
It is not clickable to individual prompts or lists. 

That's on page one. 
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